Workshop Notes 3/29/20
1. COVID-19
- May need to reschedule games for later in the season or possibly cancel events.
- Board is not pushing to make a decision, GM’s Discretion.
2. Database Training
3. Patreon
4. New Tools for GM’s

1. Covid 19
Currently BOD is not canceling or recommending canceling of any events. If cancellations are
needed, they will be at the discretion of the individual chapter GM’s. Circumstances are rapidly
changing rapidly and GM’s will be monitoring closely to make decisions.
Our first event is May 22-24 at Burgundar. Albion is the weekend after. Burgundar is monitoring
and will follow any state or local restrictions. New Hampshire is currently under stay at home
orders. Albion GM’s are carefully monitoring and may need to cancel their full season if that
order is still in place.
2. Database Training
Bob presented on the new database, the functionality, how to view, update characters, how
players can now enter their own updates. He is available to help GM’s with updates and do
further training upon request. Dylan recorded the presentation and will make it available for
GM’s as well.
3. Patreon
Currently $155 per month with 24 patrons. BOD is working to promote patreon more and has
updated reward levels. Biggest change is $5/month will receive a moonstone. Previously that
was for $10/month. DOB is also looking to expand the $1/month patrons. Creation of Patreon
Community Representative position on BOD. Term of one year and is voted on by the current
patrons.
Overview of use of Patreon funds. If a player wants to make use of Patreon funds, the player
should contact the GM’s the chapter, preferably through the chapter specific email. Granting the
use of funds is at the discretion of the chapter GM’s. Conditions can be applied, such as only for
1 or 2 chronicles, requiring an NPC shift. GM’s will report to BOD in GM PEL how much is
needed from patreon funds.
Discussion of some oversight for potential abuse. GM’s may report the names of players who
used the funds, but do not need to include the amount.

4. Tabled until next meeting. Tentatively scheduled for 5PM April 6.

